From One-Shot to Co-Teaching:
Story of a Collaboration
Would you come to
my class? My
students need help
with their research

HISTORY

Spring 2017
Visiting professor teaching COM 221 Writing Across
the Media requested library instruction session
Assignment: Students needed to do research to
prepare the script for a PSA

Opportunity for faculty/librarian workshop
The librarian reached out the COM Department Chair

Planning

COM 221 would be perfect:
"many areas that involve research and would
require some information literacy component"
Co-Design Workshop in Paris

Old Syllabus

implementation

The course syllabus was revised
following what we learned at the
Paris workshop

Info Lit Component - 3 integrated sessions
Evaluating controversial news
for blog curation
PSA research
Researching a scholar

New Syllabus

Spring 18

collaboration

reflection
Outcome

Course guide +
Moodle course

Course guide

Evaluating controversial news
for blog curation, fake news
PSA research

Missed one of the
planned IL sessions
Lesson plan shared
with the professor real collaboration

real co-teaching

information has value
Authority is constructed and contextual
searching as strategic exploration
research as inquiry
scholarship as conversation

Info Lit Component - 5 integrated sessions

2 long sessions

Drawback - Snow in Rome!

Frames included:

Analysis of how the semester went:
sessions assessment
feedback from students (course evaluations)

Need to restructure the
library sessions and clarify
the assignments

Restructured
activities with more
active learning

Two sections of COM 221 were taught in Fall 17
2 different professors
1 syllabus
1 librarian

reaction

3 short sessions
Movie reviews
Media organizations research
Researching a scholar

All IL sessions were assessed using
Kirkpatrick’s Levels of Evaluation as a framework

One-minute papers collected
at the end of the first long
session

All assignments are available
on moodle for review

In-class activities
Not assessed - ROI

future developments

Level 4 measures
something that cannot be
assessed in a single course

Continue reflection to gather
evidence of effectiveness
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